Please join the University Writing Program for our annual showcase of student research and academic writing. This year's COMPosium includes:

**Multimodal Poster Session**
The event will feature simultaneous displays of student work across multiple presentation stations. From Prezis to podcasts, from board game development to diverging and converging definitions of “Happiness” to the rich worlds of online RPGs, projects range in topic, research tradition, and genre.

**Launch of the 2016 issue of WRIT Large**
Our student editors and published authors will present *WRIT Large* Volume 5 and share their experiences working on the latest issue. Interested in joining the editorial team? Learn how here.

**Representation from the WRIT Engagement Corps**
The WEC provides reading and writing enrichment activities at local schools. Members of the group will discuss opportunities for joining WEC and their ongoing work at Grant Beacon Middle School and Asbury Elementary School.

**Representation from the Writing Center**
The Writing Center has a staff of about 28 undergraduate and graduate consultants from departments and programs across campus. Come learn how to apply to become a consultant and hear about some of the projects they have conducted this year.

Refreshments and snacks will be served.

**Wednesday, May 18th**
from **3:30PM–5:00PM**
in the **Special Event Space (AAC 290)**